
FOUR EVENTS IN ONE!
ALL SKILL LEVELS AND AGES WELCOME

This unique event offers shooters of all ages the opportunity to be a part of America’s rich shooting heritage. 
To keep things fun, the event encourages participation over competition. Gather the whole family for a day of fun at 

Colorado Clays LLC, just 5 miles north of Denver International Airport.

For more information and directions, go to www.basspro.com, 
www.coloradoclays.com, or telephone the Fine Gun Room at 
Bass Pro Shops of Denver (720) 385-3661 or Colorado Clays 
at (303) 659-7117.
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MAIN EVENT - SPORTING CLAYS SHOOT
Ladies and participants 18 years and under, shoot for $35; gentlemen shoot for $50. Price includes lunch, prizes, and 100 clay targets. 
Registration begins at 9 am. The shoot begins at 10 am. Bring your own shotgun or pre-arrange a rental with Colorado Clays 
(303) 659-7117. Rentals are limited in number, please call ahead.

FREE EVENT - FINE GUN ROOM DEMO SHOOT
Want a chance to shoot some of the finest guns ever made? Bass Pro Shops Fine Gun Room and Gunsmithing Staff will be on hand to 
help with this unique opportunity to shoot numerous vintage and classic “best gun” class shotguns on the trap range. 

Caesar Guerini will be joining the event with factory demo’s to shoot. The Caesar Guerini rep will be available to answer any questions 
you may have. Rules and age restrictions may apply.

FREE EVENT - SHOOTING INSTRUCTION
Colorado 4-H Shooting Sports will be assisting beginning shooters by teaching safe gun handling and basic shooting skills. There’s no 
better event to teach safe gun handling and pass on our shooting heritage to the next generation. (Special youth guns provided for 
younger participants.)

Certified shooting instructor, Mike Englund, with 15 years of expertise will be available to help beginning and experienced shooters alike.

FREE EVENT - BIRD DOG BASICS
, C.J. Kausel of Hunt Smart Productions and the Rocky Mountain Sporting Dog Club and his German 

Shorthair, Shawnee, will be on hand to discuss and demonstrate what it takes to have a competent gun dog.


